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INTRODUCTION 
THE NOTIONS of Gromov's  pseudo-norm and Gromov invariant, which are denoted by 
F in this note, were first introduced by Gromov and, in Section 6 of [2], Thurston 
showed that the Gromov invariants of hyperbolic manifolds i.e. Riemannian manifolds 
of constant sectional curvature - l ,  are proportional to their volumes and thus 
positive. Recently in [3], the second author proved that the Gromov invariant 
obstructs the existence of smooth Sl-actions and it led us to look for manifolds with 
this invariant positive. (This result was obtained also in Gromov[1].) In this note, 
using a method similar to that in [2], we prove that the Gromov invariants of 
negatively curved manifolds and their products are positive. 
THEOREM 1. There exists a positive constant C, for n >- 2 such that the following 
holds. Let 8 be a positive number and M an n-dimensional closed orientable Rieman- 
nian manifold of sectional curvature bounded from above by - 8. Then the Gromov 
invariant of M is estimated as follows: 
F(M) - C,8"/2 vol (M). 
THEOREM 2. Let M be a closed Riemannian manifold of negative sectional cur- 
vature. Then for any non-trivial element a E Hk(M;R) with k >- 2, we have F(a) > 0. 
THEOREM 3. Let M~ be a closed Riemannian manifold of negative sectional cur- 
vature for i = 1 . . . . .  r and M be the product manifold MIx . . .  x M,. Let n = dim M and 
m = min dim ]Vii. Then for any non-trivial element a E Hk(M;R) with k >- n - m + 2, we 
l~ i~r  
have F(,v) > O. In particular, if M is orientable, the Gromov invariant of M is positive. 
After the manuscript was submitted, the authors received a preprint[1] from 
Professor M. Gromov and found that the same results were also obtained in [1]. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Let X be a space and S. (X)  = ~ Sk(X) denote the real coefficient singular chain 
k=0= 
complex of X i.e., an element c of Sk(X) is a finite sum c = X aitri where ai E R and 
or  i : A k ~ X is a continuous map. We define the norm of c by 
114 = E la, I. 
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Then this norm naturally induces Gromov's pseudo-norm F on the singular homology 
group H , (X ;R)  of X as follows: 
r (a )  = inf {I]c[I; c E S , (X)  represents a}. 
When N is a closed orientable manifold, the Gromov invariant of N is defined by 
F(N) -- F([N]), 
where [N] denotes the fundamental homology class of N. 
In §1-3, 6 denotes a positive number, M a closed n-dimensional Riemannian 
manifold of sectional curvature bounded from above by -6  and p :~/~M the 
universal covering of M. For two points P0 and Pt of 1~/ and 0 <-t ~ 1, we let 
(1  - t)po+ tpt denote the point y(t) for the unique geodesic 3/: [0, 1]-~ ~7/with 7(0) = P0 
and 3,(1)= Pl. To estimate the value of F for homology classes of M, we define the 
geodesic k-simplex of ~/ with vertices Po . . . . .  Pk, denoted by (rp0...pk, inductively as 
regard A k as {(xl . . . . .  Xk+O ~ Rk+'; ~ x i= l ,  Xi >-O}and identify A k-1 to follows: We 
{(Xi)~Ak; Xk+~=0}. For k=O,  we put trp0 to be the map {1}-~{p0}ChT/ and when 
(rp0...pk ~ is obtained, we define o-p0..pk : A ~ ~ M by 
o-,0...pk((1 - t)s + t(O . . . . .  O, 1)) = (1 - t)apo...pk_,(s) + tpk 
for each s E A k-1 Q A k. Now let (r be a singular k-simplex of M. We put A((r) = p o 
where d is the geodesic k-simplex with the same vertices of some lift of or to hT/. It is 
easy to see that this definition does not depend on the choice of a lift of (r and A 
naturally extends to a linear map 
A : S , (M)  ~ S , (M)  
which satisfies 
(i) A is a chain map and chain homotopic to ids,(u), and 
(ii) IIA(c)I[-Ilcll for every c C S , (M) .  
Thus we have that for any a E H , (M;R) ,  
(,) = inf (llcll; e E A(S,(M)) represents a}. 
2. THE VOLUME OF GOEDESIC SIMPLICES 
In this section we prove the following, which is a generalization of Proposition 6.1.4 
of Thurston [2]. 
PROPOSITION I. There exists a constant Uk for k >- 2 such that for any 1~4 and for any 
geodesic k-simplex (r of IV1, the k-dimensional volume of (r(A k) is estimated as follows: 
vol ((r(Ak)) < vk6 -kI2. 
Proof. We prove this proposition by induction on k. We may assume that 6 = 1 
and int (r(A k) is a k-dimensional submanifold of A7/. Identify A k to ~(A k) by or and let w 
denote the volume form on A k. 
Let k = 2. Since A 2 consists of geodesics and the sectional curvature of /~ is 
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bounded from above by -1 ,  we know that the Gaussian curvature K of A 2 is not 
greater than - 1 by the equation of Gauss. Therefore we have 
fa to <_-fa Kto, vo1 (A 2) = 2 2 
and also, by the Gauss -Bonnet  formula, 
f Kto>_-~r. 
2 
This completes the proof  of the case k -- 2. 
Suppose that this proposit ion is verified for the dimensions less than k. Let 
~':Ak-I X [0, 1]---> Ak C M be defined by 
r(x,t) = (1 - t)x + tpk 
and 4~ : A k-I x [0, 1] ~ R by 
z*w(x, t) = ~b(x, t)dt ^  zr*o3(x) 
where ~r :A k-I × [0, 1]--> A k-1 is the project ion to the first factor  and o3 is the volume 
form on Ak-I C Ak C /~.  
LEMMA. There is a constant D depending only on k such that for every p ~ A k-l, 
f0 1 ~b(p, t) dt _< D. 
Proof. Let 3':[0, 1 ]~A k be the geodesic defined by y(t)= z(p,t) .  Let 
X0(0) . . . . .  X,_I(0) be an orthonormal  f rame of Tp.~t such that X0(0) = (1/L)~,(0), where L 
is the length of y, and X0(0) . . . . .  Xk-l(O) span TpA ~. We extend X~(0) to a parallel 
vector field X~(t) along 3'. Choose a local coordinate system ('yl . . . . .  Yk-I) in A k-1 
around p satisfying 
-~-. (p) = X~(O) + biXo(O), vyi 
and regard (yl . . . . .  Yk-I, t) as a local coordinate system in A k near y([0, 1)) by z. Then 
o3 at p is expressed as 
For each i and ] with 1 -< i - k - 1 and 0--- j  -< n - 1, we define a funct ion alj: [0, l i a r  
by the formula 
n-1 ~y (3"(t)) = ~ a , ( t )X j ( t )  for each i." 
• i=o  
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n-1 
Yi(t) = ~ aii(t)Xj(t). 
j=l 
Note that Y/(t) is a Jacobi field along 7 with Y/(0)= X/(0) and Y/(1)= 0. Let A(t) 
denote the (k - 1, k - 1)-matrix 
~n-i ait(t)ajl(t) ) ((Y~(t), Ys(t))),_~,.,_<k-, = \~ 
= l<_i,j<k- I" 
Then the volume element co is written as 
co(7(t)) = L~/(det A(t)) dt ^  dy~ ^  . . .  ^ dyk-~. 
Therefore by the definition, we have 
¢b(P, t )=LX/(detA(t ) , /x / ( l+~b,Z ) 
-< LN/(det A(t)). (1) 
To estimate the right hand side of this inequality, we consider the vector field 
U(t) = ~ uiYi(t) along 3'. Since each Yi(t) is a Jacobi field along 7, so is U(t) for every 
u = (ui) E R k-1. Thus we have 
d 2 a 0 
>__ 2L2II U(t)l[ 2. 
Here R denotes the curvature tensor and we used the condition on the sectional 
curvature. Since Ilu(o)ll =llull and llu(])l12=o, we can apply the maximal value 
principle to the above inequality and get 
Remark that 
and 
Therefore we have 
[1 u(t ) l l  2 <__ Ilull2(sinh ~/2L) - '  sinh %/2L(1 - t). 
tuA(t)u k-I 
det A(t) --- (sup [[u---~r-- ) , 
tuA(t) u = tl u(t)ll z. 
det A(t) < (sinh X/2L) -k÷l (sinh ~/2L(1 - t)) k-~, 
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and thus by the inequality (1), 
fo f0 4ffP, t) dt -< L(sinh X/2L) -(k-'/2 (sinh v'2L(1 - t)) Ck-l~/2 dt 
rv2L 
1 X/2L)-~a-~/2J0 (sinh t) ~a-1~/2dt. = ~7~(sinh 
Now we only need to show that the function ~(x) defined by 
• (x) = (sinh x) -(k-'/2 (sinh t)~k-t~/2dt 
is bounded on (0, ~) and this is an immediate consequence of the following: 
lim q~(x) = 0, 
x-*O 
and 
lim ~(x) = lim . 2 , tanh x = - -  
. . . . . .  k - I  
Thus we have proved the lemma. [] 
Using the above lemma, we have 
vol (Ak)= fAk_~(fol qS(x, t)dt)os(X) 
<- D os(x) 
<-- DVk-1. 
This completes the proof of Proposition 1. [] 
2 
k - l "  
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3. PROOFS OF THEOREMS 1 AND 2 
Proof of Theorem 1. Let to be the volume form 
z = ~ aitr~ ~ A(Sn(M)) represents [M]. Then we have 
7 
Let ~i be a lift of o-~ to 
f w=fos=vol( ,(an)), 
i i 
vol (M)= fMto = ~i air, to. 
i 
~/ and o5 =p ' to .  Since ~i 
on M. 
is a geodesic 
Suppose that 
n-simplex and 
vol (M) -< ~ fa~lvo~ -'/2. 
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]]z[] = ~]ai[. >- 1~ vol (M). 
This together with (*) in §1 implies the required result. [] 
Proof of Theorem 2. By the de Rham theory, there exists a closed k-form 7/ 
satisfying I.  rl -- 1. Let II Ilk denote the norm on ^kT.M induced from the Riemannian 
metric. Then, by the compactness of M, there is a constant C such that for every 
k-vector u, 
1,7(u)l-< Cllullk. 
Let z = ~ ai~ri E A(Sk(M)) represent a. Then 
lz'O= ~.~t aifo.irl<-C~i [ai[vo](o'i(Ak') •
As in the proof of Theorem 1, we have vol (ai(Ak)) _< Vk~ k/2, and thus 
Ilzl[--- ~]a,] >- ( Cv,~ -k/2) ' f~ ~ = ( Cvk~-k/=) -'.
Again by (*), we have the desired result. [] 
4. PRODUCT MANIFOLDS 
Let M and Mi be as in Theorem 3. To prove Theorem 3, we need the notion of 
L-geodesics instead of geodesics. Let AT/= j~7/1 ×. . .  x AT/r be the universal covering 
space of M and p = (pj . . . . .  Pr) and q = (q~ . . . . .  qr) be two points of ]~t. We define the 
L-geodesic ~L : [0, r] ~ A?/ connecting p and q by 
3'L(t)=(q, . . . . .  qj_~,(j--t)pi+(t--j+l)qj,pj+~ . . . . .  Pr) fo r j - l<- - t<- J .  
As the case of geodesic simplices, we can define L-geodesic k-simplices of AT/ by 
induction on k using the cone structure of A k and we have a map AL : S,(M)--> S , (M)  
which satisfies the conditions (i) and (ii) in §1. Then as that of Theorem 2, the 
proof of Theorem 3 is reduced to the following 
PROPOSITION 2. Let n =dim M and m = mindim Mi. Then for each k with 
k -> n - m + 2, the k-dimensional volumes of the images of L-geodesic k-simplices of iQI 
are bounded from above. 
Proof. Let tr: Ak~hT/ be an L-geodesic k-simplex. First we need the following 
lemma, the proof of which is easy by induction on k and is omitted. 
LEMMA. There exists a family of geodesic simplices 
crii : A k~j ~.~'li i = 1 . . . . .  r, j = 1 . . . . .  r k 
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such that 
(a) ~ ki] = k for each j, 
i=l 
and 
r k 
(b) tr(A k) = LI o-zs(Ak'0 X . . .  X trrj(Ak,). 
j=l 
An index j in this lemma is called compatible, if k~i is not greater than dim/~t,, for 
each i. When j is not compatible, there is an i such that k~]>dim~ and thus 
o-,.i : Akin--> AT/~ degenerates. Therefore we have 
r k 
vol (cr(Ak)) = ~ VO1 (O'l](A%)) ×. . .  X VOI (o~(Akn)) 
j=l 
= ~,, vol (a~](Ak'0) ×. . .  × vol (crrj(Ak,)), 
]:compatible 
where vol(ori](AkiJ)) denotes the k,-j-dimensional volume. On the other hand, the 
condition ~ kis--k>-n-m-t-2 implies that if j is compatible, each kii is not 
smaller than 2. Thus, by Proposition 1 in §2, we have the desired result. [] 
Remark 1. Theorem 3 is false when the condition on the dimension of homology 
classes is omitted. For example, let m = dim Ml and S IC M~ be a homologically 
non-trivial circle. Then we have a submanifold S ~ × M2 x . . .  x Mr C M which represents 
a non-trivial homology class of dimension n - m + 1, but the Gromov invariant of this 
manifold vanishes. 
Remark 2. The argument above only depends on the universal covering space. It 
follows that if a closed orientable Riemannian manifold M has the universal covering 
space of the form A7/1 ×. . .  × AT/r where each M/ is of negative sectional curvature, 
then the Gromov invariant of M is positive. 
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